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4RF system trend
• Many radio standards in one device
• Low cost & small form factor








Many Frontends in one device:














Preferred: one wide band frontend IC:
9RF system trend
• Challenges wide band circuits:
Minimal pre-filtering: high linearity
No high Q tanks: low noise
• Bandwidth will be ok for low GHz
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CMOS Technology trend
• Today 90/65 nm in mass production
• Down to 45 nm planar bulk device
• Below 45 nm: maybe alternative (FinFet)
• What about the analog/RF properties?
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Technology scaling, good news
• AC: faster
13
Technology scaling, bad news
• Id (Vgs)  Characteristic -> gm
• Id (Vds) Characteristic -> output conductance 
• Gate leakage





Not so very much of a change…..
16[Vertregt, IEDM’06]
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( ) ( )( )L+++ ththID ωω 2sinsin1 21Quasi-DC distortion:
• vary VDS and swing 
• vary technology
• keep L=1μm
• 250nm        90 nm:
– h2, h3 x 10 
– gm. rout x 1/3




( ) ( )( )L+++ ththID ωω 2sinsin1 21Quasi-DC distortion:
• vary VDS and swing 
• vary technology
• keep L=1μm
• Only guaranteed:  gm. rout >>1
20
Gate leakage:
Direct tunneling through oxide
• DC input current (bipolar-like)
• dependent on VGS, VDS, W, L, …






Direct tunneling through oxide
• DC input current (bipolar-like)
• dependent on VGS, VDS, W, L, …



















Direct tunneling through oxide
• significant at normal conditions
• DC input current (bipolar-like)




















( ) ][105.1 6.13216 nmteV oxVtox GSGS
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ZG(VGS)
fgate = area independent
≈ VDS independent
f < fgate resistive ZG
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equation
Gate leakage: fgate







































































































































































Gg qIi 22 =
• spread due to VT-spread and IG-spread
newer CMOS: - AVT hardly decreases  
- fgate increases


























• Classical analog circuits not trivial:
– Output conductance nonlinearity
– Gate leakage issues
– Low voltage operation
32
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– with matched impedance input 
– with (ultra!) wide bandwidth
• Alternative for feedback techniques
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¾Input device determines F=SNROUT/SNRIN
¾F to ZIN=RS Trade-off:
Low F         Laaaaaarge gmi and Ri 
ZIN=RS gmi=1/RS and Ri=RS F>2 (NF>3dB)!! 







Existing Wideband Techniques: (2)
In,R
/ Matching and Gain coupled       AGC@ZIN=RS!
/ Av=Multiple stages        Instability!
¾ F to ZIN=RS decoupling via feedback



















Noise Canceling Technique: Principle (1)
9Signals @ nodes X and Y: OPPOSITE SIGN
































Noise Canceling Technique: Principle (2)
Matching, …but no output noise        RIN and F decoupled 
☺ Noise Cancels if VnX A+VnY=0       A=-(1+R/RS) 




☺ Feed-forward        Instability risks relaxed







































Noise Canceling Technique: Properties (2)
¾ Bias noise IBIAS,n cancels too
¾ Robust to device parameter variations:
☺ Canceling independent of: ZY, ZO, ZIN=1/gm1
☺ For ε=|gm2/gm3-1-R/RS| F=1+NEF·(ε/AVF)2
IBIAS,n
(Monte Carlo: 4·σ(NF) < 0.2dB @2GHz)
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¾ CIN Noise canceling degrades @ HF   
ΔNF(f) = 0.1dB@ 1GHz and 0.4dB @2GHz (Simulation)
¾ Compensation helps e.g. shunt peaking






































































































































Measurement Results: NF (PCB)































-3dB BW 2-1600 MHz (CLOAD=CPAD=0.2pF)
|S12| <-36dB in 10-1800 MHz
|S11| <-8dB   in 10-1800 MHz
|S22| <-12dB in 10-1800 MHz
IIP3   (input ref.) 0 dBm    (f1=900MHz & f2=905MHz)
IIP2   (input ref.) 12 dBm    (f1=200MHz & f2=300MHz)
ICP1 (input ref.) -9 dBm    (f1=900 MHz)
NF50Ω ≤2dB [0.25-1.1 GHz] & ≤2.4dB [0.15-2 GHz]
IDD@VDD 14mA@2.5Volt
Area and Technology 0.3x0.25mm2 in a 0.25μm CMOS
Measurement Results: Summary
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Implementation AV using Transformer











• low noise V-amplification!
• no power dissipation
• minimal area increase
50
Adding Meas. Buffer (Source-Followers)
RS vout+ –
LNA core Meas. buffer





























[Bruccoleri et al., Springer, 2005]
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Other possible topologies
[Bruccoleri et al., Springer, 2005]
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Other possible topologies




- Matching-device noise cancels: NF & match decoupled! 
- Wideband sub 3dB NF possible
- Good stability (feed-forward)
- Variable gain @ constant match possible
- Creates a degree of freedom, 
- Does not violate the laws of nature
- Many possible topologies
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Is of increasing worry because:
• smaller CMOS  ⇒ higher 1/f noise corner frequencies;




Reduce the effect of 1/f noise:
• amplifiers: chopping;
• switched capacitor: correlated double sampling;




• Or reduce 1/f noise by area (large WxL)
• Burn power to preserve bandwidth
• 10dB less (1/f) noise = 10x more power dissipation
62
reduce the correlation of 1/f noise itself inside the MOSFETs
• lower 1/f noise
• lower dissipation!















8 dB less close-in phase noise than 












switching affects “1/f noise memory“ in 
transistors!
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Intrinsic 1/f noise reduction
Reduce 1/f noise and power dissipation
6+8dB
































































This yields a  Random Telegraph Signal (RTS).
The probablity for a transition is: 
















• Oxide trapping -> RTS -> τc and τe
• τc and τe are bias dependent
• Changing dynamically τc and τe, explains 
observations 
• Small devices: large spread due to few traps
• Small devices: The worse is improved, the best is 
getting a bit worse
• Large device: average of small devices 
(-8dB)
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Summary: reduction of 1/f noise
• Effect previously unknown to designers
• Typical improvement: -8dB 
• Deeper off switching helps
• Found in all technologies 10μm -> 0.12μm,
• Nmos and pmos, 
• Small transistors -> spread
• More noise -> more reduction:  up to 20dB
• Works at least up to 3 GHz 
• Bias dependent statistical model gives realistic results
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– In differential circuits even harmonics are cancelled
– Can we cancel more harmonics in an N path circuit?
• For upconvertes
– Using mulitiple paths
– For wide band circuits & Software defined 
transmitters




































Why do we need a filter?




To remove unwanted harmonics















Theory of Polyphase Multipath (1)
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Problem: Bandwidth of Phase Shifter



































Desired signal: ωLO+ ωBB
LωLO±BωBB
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17
Spectral components at:  
≅
ω/ωLO





























































LO Phase Generation on Testchip
Q0 Q1 Q2 Q17
Clock CK at 9x LO (“brute force”)
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Swing = 2.54 Vpp-diff
94
Demonstrator Chip Micrograph
Flexible setup,18-path and 6-path mode

























































• Polyphase multipath technique cancels harmonics 
and sidebands to relax or eliminate filters
• Wideband filter-less power upconverter with a clean 
output spectrum with digital circuits and mixers only
• Demonstrator IC operates from DC to 2.4GHz with 
worst case harmonic < -40dBc (20 samples)
• Useful for Software Defined Radio applications
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Switched transconductor mixer
• Alternative for Gilbert / passive mixer
• Operates at lower supply voltage
103
Essential Active Mixer Functions












Use Only Switches to Supply!!
This will also work in future CMOS:









Traditional: switch current after V - I conversion





LOLO gm gm+vRF +vRF
gm+vRF
g  vm  RF
LO





















Traditional Versus Switched gm
Vgs,switchVds,gm + Vgs,switchMinimum VLO
~ gm~ gmthermal noise of g m
........Noise of switch /LO
partly mixed upmixed up1/f noise  of g m
gm·2/πgm · 2/πconversion gain





+vRF -vRFLO LO +vRF
Vdd+vRF
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Switches/LO Noise at 0- crossing
Vgs,switchVds,gm +Vgs,switchMinimum VLO
~ gm~ gmthermal noise gm
rejected (common)differential IF noiseNoise of switches/LO
partly mixed upmixed up1/f noise  of gm












Absorb I - common, 
















– 12dB gain, 4GHz active mixer at 
demonstrated in 0.18μm CMOS
15dB NF50  @1 GHz, 4mW
Vdd=1Volt 
–
Summary: Switched transconductor mixer
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Summary
• RF System trend 
• Wideband ICs 
• Multistandard & Software defined radio
• CMOS Technology trend






– Creates degree of freedom
– Low noise in wideband circuits possible without feedback
• 1/f noise reduction
– Reduce  1/f noise at device level
• Distortion canceling
– Multipath can cancel many harmonics
• Switched Gm mixer
– Low Vdd operation possible
